Don’t Go to Bed Wishing for Perfect Vision.

Make Your Dreams Come True!

Ever wish you could have clear, perfect vision all day long—without contact lenses, glasses or surgery?

Bring your world into focus with DreamLens vision shaping treatment. This innovative technology corrects your vision while you sleep, allowing you to wake up seeing clearly—free of glasses and contact lenses and glasses all day long.

Here’s how DreamLens technology works:

• Insert your custom-designed DreamLens, like you would a regular contact lens, before going to sleep.

• DreamLens gently reshapes the front of your cornea, allowing light to properly focus on the retina—correcting the cause of blurry vision and nearsightedness.

• Wake up, remove the lens, and enjoy excellent visual acuity and comfort all day long.

Now, you can begin every new day with clear, comfortable vision—able to see (and live your life) more naturally.

DreamLens Certified Doctors have taken advanced educational training and have passed rigorous testing to be awarded the coveted DreamLens Certified Practitioner designation.

These doctors practice to the highest standards of orthokeratology and are known worldwide for their expertise in vision shaping.

“It is wonderful not to have contacts or glasses to wear during the day! And (with DreamLens) you don't even know you're wearing them.”

- Caren P.
DreamLens May Be Particularly Valuable if You Are:

- Seeking a safe, temporary, less-expensive alternative to surgery
- Working in an environment where glasses or contact lenses are not practical
- Frequently active in sports or athletic events
- Prone to allergies or experiencing dry eyes from contact lenses
- Of a young age and beginning to develop nearsightedness

Studies show DreamLens may help control the progression of Myopia in some children.*

Common DreamLens FAQs

Is the DreamLens comfortable?
Not only is the DreamLens made from a highly gas permeable material, but it's worn while you sleep—eliminating lens discomfort caused by blinking. The result is unsurpassed comfort all day and night.

Is the DreamLens safe?
The DreamLens has met the stringent requirement of the U.S. FDA as safe and effective for adults, as well as children.

How soon will I see results?
After the very first night of use, you will be able to see much clearer, achieving ideal uncorrected vision within one week. Cases may vary.

What happens if I stop wearing the DreamLens?
Since the cornea is elastic, it will gradually regain its shape, reversing the DreamLens results. For continued corrected vision, the DreamLens must be worn every night.

Does the DreamLens work for everyone?
The DreamLens was designed to correct nearsightedness and astigmatism. After your comprehensive eye examination, your eye care provider can tell if you are a candidate for the DreamLens.

How do I take care of the DreamLens?
The DreamLens requires the same maintenance regimen as traditional contact lenses. Simply clean, disinfect and place them in the proper case.

How will I be fit for DreamLens?
Fitting begins with a comprehensive eye exam, including a special mapping instrument that measures the shape of your eye. This data is used to design a custom vision-shaping lens.

Leave your contact lenses and glasses at home—and get the visual freedom you’ve been dreaming of.

Talk to your doctor about DreamLens and schedule your fitting today.

For more information, visit dreamlens.com

“Now, I can do anything I want without thinking about my vision.”
- Lyn D.